
Introduction to R

Solutions to Exercises

This document contains some solutions to the exercises in the example document to
introduce you to R. Please note that the solutions to some exercises are straightforward:
you can run the codes to get the output (which you can interpret). Therefore, this
document presents a solution (not the solution) to the exercises since there are many
different ways to write the R codes that in principle will get the job done. Hence,
please understand the principle of the solution rather than blindly following them.

Module 11

1. sales = c(21, 13, 18, 19, 11)
sales[sales>15]
sales[sales>14 & sales<20]
sales[sales<16]

2. cities = c("Leeds", "Bradford", "Manchester", "York", "Hull")
cities[sales>15]
cities[sales<19]
cities[sales>12 & sales<20]

3. x = seq(0,10)
y = xˆ2
x[y>50]
y[x>1 & x<8]

Module 16

1. car = c("Focus", "Prius", "Civic", "Astra", "Corolla")
mpg = c(30.2, 48.4, 34.9, 37.5, 31.6)
price = c(22, 32, 23, 24, 23)
car.data <- data.frame(car, mpg, price)

2. difference = price-19
car.data$difference = difference
car.data[car.data$difference <10 & car.data$mpg>32,]

Note We consider the information inside the data frame car.data in selecting
the row of the data frame. If you change the information in the vector mpg
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(outside the data frame), then the change will not take effect to the column mpg
inside the data frame.

3. x = matrix(1:10, 5)
y = xˆ2
x[3,] = c(13, 18)
x[x<=10]

Note The last line will not produce a matrix that have elements less than or equal
to 10 (in the sense of sub matrix in your discussion on Linear Algebra). Instead,
the command produces the elements of matrix x that satisfy the condition.

4. t(x)

5. xxt = t(x) %*% x

6. det(xxt)
diag(xxt)

7. mat = diag(11:20)
mat2 = mat/10
sum(diag(mat2))

Module 18

1. turnover = seq(100, 350, by=50)[-5]
cities = c("Leeds", "Manchester", "Hull", "York", "Sheffield")
increase = data.frame(Year = 2001:2004, Percentage = c(5.2, 3.7, 4.9, 4.1))
mylist = list(turnover=turnover, cities=cities, increase=increase)

2. mylist$cities[mylist$turnover>=200]
mylist$turnover[mylist$cities %in% c("Leeds", "Manchester", "Sheffield")]
mylist$increase
mylist$increase[order(mylist$increase$Year, decreasing=T),]

3. cost = c(50, 80, 140, 190, 270)
mylist = c(mylist, list(cost=cost))

4. share = c(10, 12, 15, 16)
mylist$increase = data.frame(mylist$increase, Share=share)
mylist$increase$Percentage[3] = 4.6

5.
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